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Unified production system with all the capabilities of a control room that
delivers the signature speed and reliability of EVS technology in the hand
of one single operator.
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WEB STREAMING

PUTTING EVS’ SIGNATURE SPEED
AND RELIABILITY IN THE HANDS
OF SMALLER-SCALE LIVE PRODUCTIONS
Live production is evolving and placing new demands on smaller-scale
live operations that are challenged to find the right production toolsets to
meet specific budget and quality requirements. The all-in-one live production system, X-ONE, meets an important and as-yet unanswered need in the
market for those producers.
EVS’ software-defined technology foundation lies at the heart of the system which places the capabilities of an entire control room into the hands
of a single production operator.
X-ONE ingests up to six camera feeds and can import any other media files.
Operators can then easily cut together a live feed with the built-in video
switcher, create replays, control audio, and even add graphics to live programming – all controlled from the solution’s intuitive touchscreen and
output in broadcast-standard quality.
Different sports or entertainment productions have their own production
requirements so X-ONE features a contextualized user interface that adapts
to the type of production on which it’s deployed with dedicated UIs for
specific live events.
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REDUCED PRODUCTION COSTS
X-ONE simplifies live production installation, configuration, maintenance
and operation. It replaces several devices and reduces capital investments.
X-ONE single operator optimized interface results in significant operational
cost savings.

RAISE YOUR PRODUCTION QUALITY STANDARDS
The system uses EVS’ technical expertise to bring the highest level of live production to smaller-scale operations. Operators no longer
have to choose between editorial requirements and technical reliability
or efficiency. X-ONE unifies everything into a single solution.

OPERABLE BY ANYONE
The intuitive user interface can make it accessible to anyone. Users can
customize the system, so they see only the features they need during
operation. This is the contextualized interface of X-ONE. With dedicated
apps, X-ONE allows the operator to manage graphics, audio, and replays
with ease.

BETTER EDITORIAL FOCUS

BROADCAST
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X-ONE has a built-in intelligent production assistant that makes suggestions for highlights and logging. This frees the operator up from technical
needs and allows him to focus on the editorial nature of his role.
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CONTEXTUALIZED AND INTERCHANGEABLE INTERFACE
X-One is designed to be operated by one single user that can take advantage of
its contextualized user interface that adapts to the type of production on which
it’s deployed. Different sports or entertainment productions will have dedicated
interfaces which highlight specific features and removes unnecessary ones.

ENTERTAINMENT

This puts users in a unique production environment with pre-defined functions
and simplified operation. The dedicated UIs will be available on the EVS cloud and
can be quickly downloaded and installed ahead of any production.
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EVS Broadcast Equipment is continuously adapting
and improving its products in accordance with
the ever changing requirements of the Broadcast
Industry.
The data contained herein is therefore subject to
change without prior notice. Companies and product
names are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective companies.

